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Accent your line-of-business RIAs with a great Office 2010 

style user experience quickly and easily by using our high-

performance Silverlight controls. From blazing fast data 

grids to a Web-based user interface that rivals the richness 

previously possible only on the desktop. 
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Installation 

Downloading 
Download NetAdvantage for Silverlight here. 

Installation 

Prerequisites 

Before you install NetAdvantage for Silverlight, make sure you have the following: 

 

Prerequisite Description 

Silverlight 5 Download and Install Silverlight 5 Developer Runtime for Windows 

from Microsoft© website.  

 
 

 

What’s Changed 

Component Product Impact Description 

Excel Engine New Functionality Image in header/footer are not exported by Excel engine 
 
Notes: 
In the Excel library, added round-trip support for header and footer images loaded from Excel 
2007 files. 

XamDataTree Bug Fix Selected style remains after selection is cleared in XamDataTree 

http://www.infragistics.com/dotnet/netadvantage/silverlight/line-of-business.aspx#Downloads
http://www.silverlight.net/downloads
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XamDialogWindow Bug Fix XamDialogWindow is not centered properly when it doesn't have Width and Height explicitly 
set 

XamDockManager Bug Fix Opening ContentPane with its Visibility set to Collapsed and IsPinned set to False, makes the 
pane pinned 
 
Notes: 
Changed the xamDockManager such that it ensures the closed panes have updated their 
current visibility when it is first initialized. 

XamGrid Bug Fix Scrolling is slow when using Conditional formatting with Cell Style 

XamGrid Bug Fix Row cannot be deleted when XamGrid is in ChildWindow 

XamGrid Bug Fix CheckBoxColumn’s cells keep the focus when selecting other control when XamGrid is 
editable 

XamGrid Bug Fix Cell edit is disabled after removing a record. 

XamGrid Bug Fix AccessViolationException occurs when XamGrid containing ImageColumn is unloaded and 
then loaded back in the VisualTree 

XamGrid Bug Fix ThrowArgumentException occurs when saving an excel file 

XamGrid Bug Fix XamGrid control's editor display behavior doesn't work correctly when editing settings 
contains enabled on cell active editing 

XamGrid Bug Fix Unhandled error occurs with “Layout cycle detected” message when using the vertical 
scrollbar in XamGrid 

XamGrid Bug Fix Setting MergeCellStyle from Column does not apply style to merge cells 

XamGrid Bug Fix Calling refresh summaries after data is updated in background does not update summary 
totals 
 
Notes: 
Fixed an issue with updating the summaries with the .RefreshSummaries() method on 
RowsManager. For Example: RowCollection rowCollection = this.xamGrid.Rows; if 
(rowCollection.Any()) { Row row = owCollection[0]; row.Manager.RefreshSummaries(); }  

XamGrid Bug Fix Cells do not invalidate properly when changing Row's CellStyle and with enabled 
ConditionalFormatting 
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XamMap Bug Fix Symbols get magnified if they are added after the XamMap is zoomed using 
MapNavagationPane 
 
Notes: 
Fixed an issue in a scenario where a map layer which was added later may initially had the 
wrong viewport scale 

XamMultiColumnCombo Bug Fix Columns' headers are empty when ItemsSource of XamMultiColumnCombo is null and 
columns are defined in XAML code 

XamMultiColumnCombo Bug Fix XamMultiColumnCombo loses temporary focus when clicking SelectionResetButton 

XamMultiColumnCombo Bug Fix Double slashes are shown on items in auto complete box list 
 
Notes: 
Fixed an issue in the XamFormulaEditor where typing a non-absolute reference for a root 
level reference's formula will cause the auto-complete list to not show the available reference 
operands. 

XamMultiColumnCombo Bug Fix Dropdown appears over the XamMultiColumnCombo when it is inside a Grid with 
RowDefintitions 

XamNetworkNode Bug Fix OPD slider's thumb cannot be dragged to the very beginning/end of its slider in 
XamNetworkNode 

XamPivotGrid Bug Fix NullReferenceException occurs when setting IsExpanded property 

XamPivotGrid Bug Fix XamPivotGrid control freezes when filtering 

XamPivotGrid Bug Fix Collapsing column headers backwards causes index out of range exception in XamPivotGrid 

XamPivotGrid Bug Fix Cannot expand existing hierarchy that was previously deleted and then added again to 
XamPivotGrid 

XamPivotGrid Bug Fix Row index does not give the visible row index for some ColumnHeaderCells in XamPivotGrid 

XamRibbon Bug Fix Memory leak occurs when changing themes on XamRibbon at runtime 
 
Notes: 
Fixed memory leak when applying themes to XamRibbon 

XamRibbon Bug Fix Application freezes when two different styles are set for the Visibility property of 
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RibbonGroupControl 

XamRibbon Bug Fix NRE occurs when QuickAccessToolbar is defined as resource 

XamSchedule Bug Fix ActivityCategory button is displayed in the Activity dialog even though there is no mapping for 
any category related properties 
 
Notes: 
Fixed the Appointment dialog to check if the Categories feature is supported before showing 
the Categories button. 

XamSchedule Bug Fix TimeZone combos are displayed in the Appointment Dialog when there are no mappings for 
the timezone properties 

XamSchedule Bug Fix Cannot end edit mode and commit the changes via the keyboard 
 
Notes: 
Changed the EmbeddedTextBox used within the ActivityPresenter such that it doesn't alter 
the CanExecute of the commands routed through that textbox. 

XamSchedule Bug Fix ActivityCategory and Recurrence buttons as well as Reminder combobox are displayed for less 
than a second in the Activity dialog even though there is no mapping for any category related 
properties 
 
Notes: 
Modified the Appointment dialog to check if the Categories feature is supported before 
showing the Categories button. 

XamSchedule Bug Fix Appointments cannot be added by selecting a day in the last column and start typing 
 
Notes: 
Changed the logic that searched for a panel that could contain a given activity to treat the end 
time of an activity with a duration as exclusive. 

XamTileManager Bug Fix Tiles are placed one over another no matter the Column and Row Properties are set correctly.  

XamTimeline Bug Fix Memory is not released when setting the series' DataSource property of XamTimeline  
 
Notes: 
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Fixed memory leak when Series's DataSourse property was changed many time. 

 


